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Overview 
1. Allow users to specify first period COI interpolation method 
2. Ability to create a Received Transaction on an existing Case 
3. Ability to Send Received Cases 
4. Split Bid History 
5. Closing Transactions 
6. Other Improvements 

 

1. Allow users to specify first period COI interpolation method 
In the current pricing model, if the first period COI is negative, the user if offered the ability to use an implied 
first period COI. The calculation is as follows: 
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This calculation takes the aggregate COI/qx ratio in periods 1 to 3 (period 0 is the initial period) and uses this 
ratio to imply a COI in period 0. 
 
A new feature has been added to the premium calculator whereby a different method can be used to imply 
the initial COI. This method calculates a linear regression of the COI in periods 1 to 3 and uses that to 
calculate the first COI. It does not use qx. 
 

COI/qx Ratio Method: New Method: 
 

 

 

 
 
In ClariNet, go to the Pricing and Risk page and edit a Premium Calculator. By default the box is ticked and 
the old method is used. By un-ticking this parameter, the new COI calculation method is used: 
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2. Ability to create a Received Transaction on an existing case 
Simply click on the + icon next to Received Transactions to add a new Transaction from any Organization in 
your CRM: 

 
 

 
 
This has a similar effect to setting the Sender in the Case Setup Form, or importing a Case in XML format and 
setting the <sender>: 
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If for any reason a Case has multiple Received Transactions from the same Sender, a warning is shown. To 
clear the warning, you must click the red “Delete” Button to Withdraw one of the 2 Transactions: 
 

 
 
If a Case is Received through ClariNet, you can only progress your side of the Transaction (“Place a Bid” for 
example), there is only a single PLAY button. If you use a Received Transaction with an Organization in your 
CRM, you have to record Events for both sides, this is done by clicking one of the 2 PLAY buttons shown: 
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3. Ability to Send Received Cases 
 
A Case that has been received through ClariNet or from an Organization in your CRM can be sent onwards 
through ClariNet or to Organizations in your CRM. 
Each Transaction is a read-only copy of the information that was received or sent. It cannot be modified. 
The root Case however contains all information from all Transactions. When you send the Case onwards, you 
can select which of this information to include. When you price the Case, you can select which Underwriter 
Reports to use, regardless of who sent it to you or if you typed it manually yourself. 
 
 

 
 

 
Once a Case has been fully setup and is in Bid Management, Closing, Complete or any Status after Redaction, 
the PLAY button doesn’t automatically go to the Bid Management page anymore (where you can send 
Cases).  
Instead, it expands the Transactions: Sent, Received and Closing if relevant. 
To go to the Bid Management page, simply press PLAY to expand the Transactions, and then click on the link 
“Go to Bid Management” in the Sent Transactions: 
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4. Split Bid History 
The Bid History (on the Case Summary page or in the PDF export) splits events in 2 sections: as a Sender 
(where you sent the Case onwards) and as a Recipient (where others have sent the Case to you): 
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5. Closing Transactions 
 
If you have the appropriate permissions (your user must have the Role “Control of Closing Process”), you can 
create a Closing Transaction when a Sent or Received Transaction is in Bid Accepted. In this screenshot, I’m a 
Provider and will manage the Closing Process with the Broker. I can also choose to create a Closing 
Transaction with the Investor: 

 

 
 
 

 
 

6. Other Improvements 
 

 An underlying Permissioning system in ClariNet that has been updated. This should result in an 
improvement in certain areas of the site, for example when sending Cases to multiple Recipients 
using the Wizard, or when importing multiple cases via XML. 

 The SmartSearch “Cases for Action” has been removed. ClariNet was trying to guess if a Case was in 
a Status which required your attention. However, the logic was not sustainable. If you were using 
this saved SmartSearch, you can for example replace it with “All Cases” and sort by “Status Date” in 
descending order. 

 In Contract Package, the merged document now starts each document on a new page. 


